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FAST RF STABILlZATION SYSTEM FOR TEST ACCELERATOR FACILITY
HITOSHI HAYANO
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Dho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305 Japan
Abstract A fast feedback system for stabilizing an amplitude and a phase of pulse
klystron outputs is described. The feedback is not a pulse-to-pulse acting one, but a fast
one acting on a 1Jlsec pulse flat-top. The system will be used for the combination system
of the two SLAC 5045 klystrons in Test Accelerator Facility to make the operation
easy and stable.
INTRODUCTION
In Test Accelerator Facility, the output rf-power of the two SLAC 5045 klystrons are
combined with a 3 dB coupler and fed into the accelerating structure<Fig. 1). The output rf are
1 Jlsec pulses. To get an efficient combination, both input rf of the 3dB coupler have to be the
same amplitude and just 90° phase difference. An amplitude and a phase of an output rf from
a klystron is influenced by a pulse shape and a magnitude of the klystron cathode voltage. Its
amplitude variation and phase variation are problems for a stable operation of the klystron
combination system in the time of a conditioning of the accelerating structure.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the klystron combination system in TAF phase-I.
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The fast rf stabilization system is proposed to stabilize an amplitude and a phase of the
output rf pulse flat-top. The system is a feedback system which consists from a low-power
PIN attenuator, a fast phase shifter, a wide-band feedback amplifier and a klystron driver
amplifier. The design open-loop gain of the system is 40 dB, so it will reduce a fluctuation
within 1 %. The design band width of the feedback is 3 MHz. The detailed design of the
feedback system is described.
FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Problems of a feedback system working at a high speed are delays of a signal propagation
and a frequency response of components in the feedback loop. The signal propagation delay is
correspond to a phase lag in an overall transfer function of the loop. In order to get a 3 MHz
response in this feedback, the phase lag of the overall transfer function have to be less than
180° at 3 MHz. A loop filter used for making the loop stable have an about 90° phase lag at
that frequency. So the allowable phase lag of the loop components is 90°, which is correspond
to 83 nsec of propagation delay. The delay of klystron is about 40 nsec including a cable to a
driving cavity and an output wave guide to a pickup. Accordingly the total delay of the other
components in the loop have to be less than 43 nsec.For example the amount of its delay
corresponds to about 9 m of RG-213/u cable, and if there is no delay except the klystron the
maximum response frequency will be about 6 MHz from the 90° phase lag for 40 nsec delay. To
make the component module fast, the frequency response of the modules have to be wide, and
the response time for a pulse input have to be short as possible.
The feedback which have response to a 1 J..1sec pulse needs 10 - 100 MHz band width of the
frequency response in order to follow a pulse reference. Though the maximum response is about
6 MHz, the feedback with pulse response will have a bad transient response at a pulse flat-
top. In order to reduce the transient fluctuation at the rising edge of the pulse, a duration
which the loop is closed is restricted to a pulse flat-top, and an amplitude modulator and a
phase shifter are supplied by offset control voltages which are made from control voltages of
the previous pulse By these techniques the feedback loop will behave well at the pulse flat-
top.
A block diagram of a practical design of the feedback system is shown in Fig. 2. In this
figure, a 2856 MHz low power rf signal from a multiplier is amplified at first to a sufficient
level for a klystron driver amplifier. Then the rf signal is modulated by an rf-switch module
into 1 J..1sec pulse and divided to rn'o ways. One is a reference of a phase detector, another is a
main rf line. The main signal is fed to the phase shifter and the amplitude modulator which
are used for the control of a phase and an amplitude, then amplified by a klystron driver
amplifier and fed to the SLAC 5045 klystron. An amplitude signal and a phase signal of the
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed fast feedback system.
rf from a directional coupler of the klystron output wave-guide are converted by an rf detector
and a phase detector. Those signals are compared with reference voltages, and the errors are
filtered and amplified in feedback controllers and fed into the amplitude modulator and the
phase shifter. The control voltages of the modulator and the phase shifter are sampled and
held by S/H modules. The held signals are used for an offset control voltage of the next pulse.
In case of rf off by an interlock working, the offset voltages have to shut off preparing for a
next power rise.
The cabling and assembling of those low-power control modules have to be short and
compact from the reason of the requirement of the short delay. The location of those modules
and the klystron driver amplifier should be nearest to the klystron.
DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
For the fast acting control of an rf signal have to be made at a low power level, we have to
design and to develop the modules newly in order to apply the feedback system to the present
combination system. For all of the modules are now under developing, the design of the
modules is described briefly as follows.
Phase Shifter
The phase shifter consists of hybrid circuits, varactor diodes and a fast operational
amplifier which controls a bias voltage of the varactor diodes. In order to control a wide
range, the variable range of phase shift is ±360 0 by ±5V control voltage changes. The
frequency response is required more than 10 MHz.
Amplitude Modulator
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The amplitude modulator is a variable attenuator using PIN diodes. The attenuation is
controlled by a bias current of the diodes and the attainable range of the attenuation is 30dB
by the 0-5V control voltage. The frequency response is more than 10 MHz which is same as the
phase shiftert s.
Feedback Controller
The feedback controller consists of a summing amplifier, a loop switch, a loop filter, and a
loop amplifier. It controls a open-loop gain and a response of the feedback loop. All of the
amplifier in the controller module are fast operational amplifiers which have a wide
frequency response more than 50 MHz.
Phase Detector
A mixer used as a phase detector has a level dependent sensitivity and dc offset. If the
amplitude of the output rf is fixed to some level, a mixer is a good phase detector for this
feedback. But the system has to be operated at various output level, we need a phase detector
with no level dependence and fast response. To realize the phase detector with these feature,
a phase detection using a flip-flop working at 20-80 MHz is adopted. The phase signal is got
from an integration of a square-wave which is generated by a flip-flop setting by a rising
edge of reference signal and resetting by an another signal. To measure a phase of 2856 MHz rf
signals, a down-converter which converts a frequency to 20-80 MHz has to be used. The
prototype of the phase detector was developed and tested. Its response is about 3 MHz and
detection errors investigated using a 20 MHz signal are ±So for a range of ±180°, ±2° for a range
of 30 dB attenuation of the measured port signal. A further investigation is need for more fast
response and accurate detection.
Klystron Driver Amplifier
In order to boost the power of the processed rf signal up to the klystron drive level, a
transistor amplifier has been now developing. The amplifier uses the NEC V197 transistors
which have 69 W of output power at 2.9 GHz with a pulse width of 100 Jlsec and 10% duty
cycle. The design maximum output power is 600 W with 1 Jlsec pulse at 2856 MHz. It will be
achieved by a combination of 16 transistors with class C operation at the final stage.
CONCLUSION
The design of the fast feedback system for the combination system of the two SLAC 5045
klystrons is described. In order to get a feedback in a 1 Jlsec pulse, we have to develop modules
with a wide band width and a short response time.
